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The Story of a Fierce Bad Rabbit
With 14 gorgeously illustrated children’s stories, this
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treasury will hold a spot on the family bookshelf for
generations. #1 New York Times bestselling artist
Charles Santore’s beautiful illustrations capture the
timeless spirit of these classic stories like you’ve
never seen them before. From fairytale classics like
The Little Mermaid and Snow White to timeless poems
like The Night Before Christmas, these classic stories
will captivate audiences of all ages. This gorgeous
story collection features original, never-before-seen
cover artwork in a breathtaking format that is sure to
be treasured for years. And thanks to its new-andimproved trim size, the Santore Treasury offers you a
new look at everyone’s favorite illustrations. With 14
gorgeously illustrated children’s stories, this treasury
will hold a spot on the family bookshelf for
generations.

Peter Rabbit 1-23 Library
This deluxe volume contains all 23 of Potter's Peter
Rabbit tales. Arranged in the order in which they were
first published, the stories are complete and
unabridged.

The Great Big Treasury of Beatrix Potter
Peter disobeys his mother by going into Mr.
McGregor's garden and almost gets caught.

Beatrix Potter the Complete Tales
POTTER/BEATRIX POTTER TREASURY
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A Collection of Beatrix Potter Stories
A timeless celebration of the virtues of courage,
perseverance, responsibility, faith, honesty, and
compassion, this beautifully illustrated single volume
combines the wisdom of Bennett's three bestselling
children's classics. 375 watercolor illustrations
throughout.

James and the Giant Peach
“An enchanting and original account of Beatrix
Potter's life and her love of plants and gardening.”
—Judy Taylor, vice president of the Beatrix Potter
Society There aren’t many books more beloved than
The Tale of Peter Rabbit and even fewer authors as
iconic as Beatrix Potter. More than 150 million copies
of her books have sold worldwide and interest in her
work and life remains high. And her characters—Peter
Rabbit, Jemima Puddle Duck, and all the rest—exist in
a charmed world filled with flowers and gardens.
Beatrix Potter’s Gardening Life is the first book to
explore the origins of Beatrix Potter’s love of
gardening and plants and show how this passion
came to be reflected in her work. The book begins
with a gardener’s biography, highlighting the key
moments and places throughout her life that helped
define her, including her home Hill Top Farm in
England's Lake District. Next, the reader follows
Beatrix Potter through a year in her garden, with a
season-by-season overview of what is blooming that
truly brings her gardens alive. The book culminates in
a traveler’s guide, with information on how and where
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to visit Potter’s gardens today.

Hill Top Tales
This slipcased gift set contains four of Beatrix Potter's
best-loved original Tales. Collection two contains: The
Tale of Jemima Puddle-Duck, The Tale of Mrs. TiggyWinkle, The Tale of Mr. Jeremy Fisher and The Tale of
Tom Kitten.

Curiositree: Natural World
Collects four of the author's stories about animals,
including "The tale of Peter Rabbit" and "The tale of
Timmy Tiptoes."

Saving the Countryside
Tells the stories of a mischievous kitten, a gullable
duck, and a cat and a terrier who run a popular village
shop

The Tale of Peter Rabbit
From the bestselling author of Charlie and the
Chocolate Factory and The BFG! Last seen flying
through the sky in a giant elevator in Charlie and the
Chocolate Factory, Charlie Bucket's back for another
adventure. When the giant elevator picks up speed,
Charlie, Willy Wonka, and the gang are sent hurtling
through space and time. Visiting the world’' first
space hotel, battling the dreaded Vermicious Knids,
and saving the world are only a few stops along this
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remarkable, intergalactic joyride.

The Complete Tales of Beatrix Potter's
Peter Rabbit
/Beatrix Potter Here are the delightful stories of Peter
Rabbit, Squirrel Nutkin, Mrs. Tiggy-Winkle, and all the
other Beatrix Potter favorites collected for the first
time in one volum

The Complete Tales
This collection of all twenty-three of Potter's famous
tales contains such favorites as "Squirrel Nutkin,"
"Peter Rabbit," and "Mrs. Tiggy-Winkle."

Peter Rabbit Book and Toy
A collection of original classic editions of Beatrix
Potter stories.

The Beatrix Potter Treasury the
Complete Tales
Beatrix Potter's Classic Children's Stories in beautiful
eBook editions The Tale of a Fierce Bad Rabbit is a
cautionary tale for children about a little naughty
rabbit and the consequences for his actions. The Tale
of a Fierce Bad Rabbit by Beatrix Potter is part of the
Xist Publishing Children's Classics collection. Each
eBook has been specially formatted with full-screen,
full-color illustrations and the original, charming text.
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A Beatrix Potter Treasury
The basis for the 2018 film, Peter Rabbit has been
hailed as one of the bestselling stories of all time and
has been adapted into countless mediums, including
books, films, board games, coloring books, and more.
The original story features a young rebellious rabbit
who, despite his mother’s wishes, enters the
dangerous garden of Mr. McGregor to feast on its
endless bounty. From there on out, he gets himself
into all kinds of trouble. Originally published as
separate stories throughout the early twentieth
century, The Complete Tales of Beatrix Potter’s Peter
Rabbit contains all four stories featuring the famous
bunny, including The Tale of Peter Rabbit, The Tale of
Benjamin Bunny, The Tale of Mr. Tod, and The Tale of
the Flopsy Bunnies. Featuring all of the original
illustrations by Beatrix Potter enhanced and reformatted, follow the exciting adventures of Peter
Rabbit and some of his most famous furry friends.

A Treasury of Peter Rabbit and Other
Stories
The treasury starts out with the infamous Peter
Rabbit, who trespasses in Mr McGregor's garden and
gets his pants caught in the fence on the way out. For
years, children have felt a stab of sympathy as Peter,
punished by his mama, watches his brothers and
sisters enjoy dinner without him. Children are also
delighted by Two Bad Mice, naughty mice who wreak
havoc in poor Jane's room. Other classic Potter
characters make their appearance in the treasury as
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well, including Benjamin Bunny, Mr Jeremy Fisher,
Jemima PuddleDuck, and Mrs Tittlemouse Contains:
The tale of Peter Rabbit -- The tailor of Gloucester -The tale of Squirrel Nutkin -- The tale of Benjamin
Bunny -- The tale two bad mice -- The tale of Mrs.
Tiggy-Winkle -- The pie and the patty-pan -- The tale
of Mr. Jeremy Fisher -- The story of a fierce bad rabbit
-- The story of Miss Moppet -- The tale of Tom Kitten -The tale of Jemima Puddle-Duck -- The roly-poly
pudding -- The tale of the Flopsy bunnies -- The tale of
Mrs. Tittlemouse

The World of Peter Rabbit Collection 2
Nineteen classic tales by Beatrix Potter about Peter
Rabbit and his many friends and relatives.

The BFG (Colour Edition)
Retells the stories of Peter Rabbit, Benjamin Bunny, a
fishing frog, two bad mice, and the mouse who saves
the Flopsy bunnies from Mr. McGregor.

Favourite Tales from Beatrix Potter
'Human beans is not really believing in giants, is
they? Human beans is not thinking we exist.' On a
dark, silvery moonlit night, Sophie is snatched from
her bed by a giant. Luckily it is the Big Friendly Giant,
the BFG, who only eats snozzcumbers and glugs
frobscottle. But there are other giants in Giant
Country. Fifty foot brutes who gallop far and wide
every night to find human beans to eat. Can Sophie
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and her friend the BFG stop them?

The Complete Tales of Beatrix Potter
An extensive anthology of poetry selected to please
the varied moods and interests of boys and girls

The Children's Treasury of Virtues
The basis for the 2018 film, Peter Rabbit has been
hailed as one of the bestselling stories of all time and
has been adapted into countless mediums, including
books, films, board games, coloring books, and more.
The original story features a young rebellious rabbit
who, despite his mother’s wishes, enters the
dangerous garden of Mr. McGregor to feast on its
endless bounty. From there on out, he gets himself
into all kinds of trouble. Originally published as
separate stories throughout the early twentieth
century, The Complete Tales of Beatrix Potter’s Peter
Rabbit contains all four stories featuring the famous
bunny, including The Tale of Peter Rabbit, The Tale of
Benjamin Bunny, The Tale of Mr. Tod, and The Tale of
the Flopsy Bunnies. Featuring all of the original
illustrations by Beatrix Potter enhanced and reformatted, follow the exciting adventures of Peter
Rabbit and some of his most famous furry friends.

The Complete Tales of Peter Rabbit
The Sly Old Cat
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A first introduction to the natural world that looks at
the myriad ways in which plants and animals have
adapted to give themselves the best chance of
survival. Natural World explores and explains why
living things look and behave the way they do in a
series of visually compelling information charts.

Classics to Color: The Tale of Peter
Rabbit
From the bestselling author of Charlie and the
Chocolate Factory and The BFG! After James Henry
Trotter's parents are tragically eaten by a rhinoceros,
he goes to live with his two horrible aunts, Spiker and
Sponge. Life there is no fun, until James accidentally
drops some magic crystals by the old peach tree and
strange things start to happen. The peach at the top
of the tree begins to grow, and before long it's as big
as a house. Inside, James meets a bunch of oversized
friends—Grasshopper, Centipede, Ladybug, and more.
With a snip of the stem, the peach starts rolling away,
and the great adventure begins! From the Trade
Paperback edition.

The Beatrix Potter Collection
Beatrix Potter's Classic Children's Stories in beautiful
eBook editions The Tale of the Pie and the Patty Pan
tells the story of two friends who like different foods
but don't want to hurt each others feelings. The Tale
of the Pie and the Patty Pan by Beatrix Potter is part
of the Xist Publishing Beatrix Potter collection. Each
eBook has been specially formatted with full-screen,
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full-color illustrations and the original, charming text.

Beatrix Potter's Gardening Life
Peter Rabbit
Through she's universally known as the creator of The
Tale of Peter Rabbit, Beatrix Potter did so much more.
This is the true story about how she helped save the
English countryside! Growing up in London, Beatrix
Potter felt the restraints of Victorian times. Girls didn't
go to school and weren't expected to work. But she
longed to do something important, something that
truly mattered. As Beatrix spent her summers in the
country and found inspiration in nature, it was
through this passion that her creativity flourished.
There, she crafted The Tale of Peter Rabbit. She
would eventually move to the countryside full-time,
but developers sought to change the land. To save it,
Beatrix used the money from the success of her
books and bought acres and acres of land and farms
to prevent the development of the countryside that
both she and Peter Rabbit so cherished. Because of
her efforts, it's been preserved just as she left it. This
beautiful picture book shines a light on Beatrix
Potter's lesser-known history and her desire to do
something for the greater good.

Selected Tales from Beatrix Potter
The Tale of the Pie and the Patty Pan
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This beautiful, cloth-bound and embroidered limited
edition of Beatrix Potter's Complete Tales is a
fabulous collector's piece. It comes packaged in a
foiled presentation box which also contains a handnumbered limited edition print and a facsimile of an
original Beatrix Potter picture letter.The design of the
book cover is inspired by Beatrix Potter's love of
textiles and embroidery. The tree motif is an original
Beatrix Potter illustration and was chosen because it
highlights her love of nature. Within this complete and
unabridged collection are all 23 of Beatrix Potter's
Tales, in one deluxe volume with all their original
illustrations. Discover Beatrix's most famous
character, Peter Rabbit, and meet his family and
friends. There are so many exciting adventures to
enjoy, told with such humour and wit that they will
resonate with each new generation.

The Illustrated Treasury of Classic
Children's Stories
Newly Reissued Beatrix Potter's most popular tales
are brought together with the classic cover design
with all their original illustrations. Along with Beatrix's
Cecily Parsley's Nursery Rhymes.The tales traces the
life of Beatrix Potter from her first publication in the
Tale of Peter Rabbit to her later tales around the farm,
The Tale of Benjamin Bunny, The Tale of Flopsy
Bunnies, The Tale of Mr Tod, and The Famous Peter
Rabbit Tales.This is bought together in one volume,
Peter's escapes are read as a continuous saga!From
Peter's mischievous youth in Mc Gregor's garden.
Peter Rabbit is one story children want to hear again
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and again. This scarce antiquarian classic is included
in our special Legacy Reprint Series. In the interest of
creating a more extensive selection of rare historical
book reprints. Birch Tree Publishing have chosen to
reproduce this title because this work is culturally
important, we have made it available as a part of our
commitment to protecting, preserving and promoting
the world's literature.

The Spectacular Tale of Peter Rabbit
The Classics to Color series converts timeless tales
into fun and relaxing coloring books. Experience the
aesthetic aspect of these marvelous works like never
before by adding your own artistic touch! Featuring
thirty-eight black-and-white illustrations for young
colorists to fill with their favorite tones, Classics to
Color: The Tale of Peter Rabbit follows the adventures
of literature’s most famous bunny. Watch Peter as he
ventures into Mr. McGregor’s garden against his
mother’s wishes to munch on some veggies. There,
he narrowly avoids Mr. McGregor, among other
obstacles and adversaries, including a very unfriendly
cat. Each illustration includes the accompanying text
for colorists to follow along with the story. Experience
this exciting tale of Peter Rabbit and all his furry
friends in brighter colors than ever before!

The Complete Tales
The five illustrated stories feature Peter Rabbit's own
adventures in Mr. McGregor's garden and those of
some of his extraordinary neighbors
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Beatrix Potter
'THE PERFECT WAY TO EXPERIENCE THE WONDERFUL
WORLD OF BEATRIX POTTER Peter Rabbit, the most
popular little bunny in children’s stories. His
mischievous cousin Benjamin. The playful Squirrel
Nutkin who loses its tail. The all-too-innocent Jemima
Puddle-duck and the conniving fox, Mr Tod. These are
only a few of the unforgettable characters of the
charming tales by Beatrix Potter – author, illustrator,
scientist and naturalist – whose writings and drawings
have been loved by readers for more than a hundred
years. Set against the scenic backdrop of the Lake
District in England, over the years her imaginative
stories have become classics, read again and again
for their close observation of animals and their vivid
imagery. In this volume you will find all of Beatrix
Potter’s 23 captivating tales, besides four rare stories.
Unabridged, and featuring the original illustrations,
this affordable edition brings Beatrix Potter’s ageless
stories and superlative illustrations to every reader, to
discover and rediscover!

The Tales of Beatrix Potter
Adventurous Peter Rabbit disobeys his mother and
wanders into Mr. McGregor's garden.

The Complete Tales of Winnie-the-Pooh
The second of two volumes which contain the
complete collection of Beatrix Potter's much-loved
tales.
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The Complete Tales of Beatrix Potter's
Peter Rabbit
Includes the text of both "Winnie-the-Pooh" and "The
House at Pooh Corner."

Charlie and the Great Glass Elevator
A cat invites a rat to tea and then treats him rudely,
offering him only the leavings of her meal

Owl Moon
On a winter's night under a full moon, a father and
daughter trek into the woods to see the Great Horned
Owl.

Favorite Poems Old and New
Emma Thompson sends Peter Rabbit to the fair! A fair
has come to the Lake District! And Peter and
Benjamin are forbidden to go. Driven by their everinsatiable curiosity, the rabbits sneak into the fair to
have a look-around. Mesmerized by all the activity,
the rabbits stand incredibly still, watching. Suddenly,
a little girl picks up Peter, declaring him to be her
stuffed animal prize! Covered in kisses and stuffed in
her bag, Peter Rabbit is taken on his first-ever roller
coaster. Benjamin is barely able to rescue Peter, and
the two bound home, smelling of the fair.

The Big Book of Beatrix Potter
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